
Hi Sheldon:

Some among us want to talk about auroras appearing 20 light years away, but refuse to address the 
mountain of evidence saying the inbound Black Star is very near and moving through the Leo 
(2008-2011) and Virgo Constellations (2012 - present) on way to Libra, just below the ecliptic plane. 
This reminds me much of the 911Movement and lettered agency handlers, operatives, assets and their 
dupes spreading dis/misinformation from every avenue like Dylan Avery, Richard Gage, Jim Fetzer and 
their cohorts pointing fingers in every direction, but at Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld, the joint chiefs and 
lettered agencies; like SuspiciousObservers points at the Sun, BPEarthwatch points at CERN and 
Dutchsinse shouts "Fracking!" to explain the current earthquake uptick. The biggest event for the 
Project Black Star Investigation took place on March 12-13, 2012 with the Magnetopause Reversal 
Event that coincided with the Martian Dust Storm that turned Earth magnetosphere around for 28 
hours. Who among those pretending to be part of the PlanetX/Nibiru/Black Star Movement is even 
willing to discuss the science relating to these events pointing to the Black Star moving through the 
Leo/Virgo Constellations? Oh, let's get back to those auroras created 20 light years away.... LoL!

BTW, the reason the aurora phenomenon takes place is the same reason that Earth magnetosphere 
strength fluctuates with solar output, solar sunspot formation, the growing/shrinking heliosphere; 
because the Sun and planets are connected via magnetic portal connections, which is the same reason 
we see X-class solar flares after the nearside-alignment quake events (like Nepal 4.25.2015) and just 
before the backside-alignment quake events (like Japan 10.25.2013 and Indonesia 11.15.2014) from 
Sun/Earth/Black Star magnetic portal connection convergence, crossing and divergence. And this is 
because the Sun and the Black Star invisible/collapsed binary twin are also connected allowing the 
Black Star to redirect solar electromagnetism via a second set of Black Star/planetary magnetic portal 
connections; which is the reason all the planets in the solar system are heating up in defiance of 
diminished solar output. And yet, the very people on this planet able to actually address the science also 
refuse with all their might to do so. There is a clear pattern of denial for those with the eyes to see. 
Keep your eyes fixed upon the Pacific Ocean/Ring of Fire and particularly the US/Canada West Coast 
where pressures are building in the span between August 15 and about December 1, 2015 marking the 
coming earth change uptick period; as Earth is about to make the move to outside-orbit position making 
that right triangle relative to the Sun and Black Star, when the Black Star/Earth magnetic portal 
connection will once again begin shortening and our planet moves directly through the Black Star 
headlights. We shall see.
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